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Herbst rods uncovered:
benefits and limitations
Michel AMORIC

ABSTRACT
Uncovering the Herbst rods can make wearing the appliance more comfortable for
some patients. On the other hand there can be some disadvantages to this procedure:
– it might make cementing or bonding of the appliance, in case of poor cooperation,
impossible;
– it might interfere with vertical growth depending on the bearing points;
– it might disturb occlusion because of the wires that would pass over the occlusal
surfaces;
– it might impair the retention of the appliance during the period when temporary
teeth are being shed.
This article will also present other modifications, relating to the pivots, to the elimination of the anterior portion of the device, and to the use of springs on the branches. Their
respective benefits and limitations will also be presented and discussed.
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1 - INTRODUCTION
Today Herbst rods12-13 are employed
in a variety of ways, either soldered to
bands or pedodontic caps or attached
to
a
thermoformed
splint15,16.
According to Sanden, Pancherz and
Hansen21 when rods are soldered
there is always a great risk of breakage occurring. While rods incorporated
in remobable splints are more robust
(fig. 1), they can only work when
patients are compliant. However,
when patients do not wear their appliances enough, the orthodontist can
cement them and hope for improved

cooperation from the patient at a later
time. But there is, unfortunately, no
such possibility when uncovered
splints are being used. By using
Herbst connecting rods in association with splints16-21 orthodontists can
control the direction of vertical
growth14 by their placement of
occlusal contacts. For example, a stop
placed in the molar region can provoke
the mandible to develop in an anterior
rotational movement (fig. 2). Placed in
the molar, conversely, stops will
encourage posterior rotation1-10.

Figure 1
Herbst rods on complete splints.

Figures 2 a to c
Adjustment of the occlusal bearing points of splints during the active phase of treatment: from left to right: adjustment for deep bite / posterior rotation, normal-bite / equilibrated occlusion open-bite / anterior rotation.
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2 - REMOVING THE OCCLUSAL COVERAGE
It was Schangé22 who provided us,
in 1857, with the first description of
uncovered splints. Although this type
of splint is more comfortable for
some patients to wear, we should not
lose sight of its disadvantages:
– it may cause premature occlusal
contacts from wires crossing
occlusal services (fig. 3);

– it might be less retentive during
the period when temporary teeth
are being shed, a time when
orthopedic responses are often
the most stable17.

Figures 3 a and b
The trans-occlusal reinforcement wires of the unencumbered splints provoke uncontrollable iatrogenic premature contacts.

3 - REDUCTION IN THE PROMINENCE OF THE LOWER PIVOTS
In order to improve the patient’s
comfort, some makers of the Herbst
rods offer screw heads whose
contours are considerably reduced
(fig. 4).
Others provide silicone caps that
can be used to cover the screws (fig.
5 a and b). However, while seeming it
first to provide the desired the relief
they have the opposite effect by
increasing the size of the pivot.
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Ampen11 proposed a thoughtful
solution by replacing the lower pivot
with pre-shaped wire. Vela-Hernandez
and et al.23 placed the rods in the middle of the occlusal surfaces, which
completely eliminated the need for
the pivots if the practitioner were able
to accept an increase in vertical
dimension. But a simpler solution is
to move the pivot from the canine
region distally from the mandibular
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Figure 4
Plan for the fabrication of a screw
with a rounded head. One can also
see the point of the opposite side
making a punch hole in the pivot to
prevent unscrewing.

Figures 5 a and b
Silicone “protection”.

Figure 6
Distal displacement of the pivots, from a distal position to the canines to one distal to the
first premolars or the first temporary molars.
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Figure 7
View of a female patient wearing splints
whose mandibular pivots have been set
between the first and second premolars.
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canine and first premolar area to the
region of the first and second premo-

lars (fig. 6), so that the pivots won’t
impinge at all on the lips (fig. 7).

4 - REMOVAL OF THE MAXILLARY ANTERIOR PORTION OF THE APPLIANCE
Orthodontists should not decide to
remove the anterior portion of the
maxillary portion of the appliance for
esthetic reasons if that would diminish its therapeutic effectiveness. But
removing the anterior part of the
splint so that the posterior segments

can be moved distally without the
appliance’s provoking any movement
of the upper incisors and canines, for
example can be an excellent choice, in
treatment of Class II, division 2 cases.
But for retraction of the entire arch, a
full splint is still the best solution.

5 - PLACEMENT OF A SPRING AROUND THE ROD ARM
The therapeutic action of mandibular advancement appliances results
from the mandible being held forcibly
in a more anterior position... At rest
the Herbst rods generate a force of
about 200 gr on the entire arch no
matter what the extent of the forward

Figure 8
Insertion of an open spiral spring around the axis
of the rod...
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propulsion is, with or without springs
(fig. 8 and 9). Placing a spring around
the rods would not help as it does
in the similar mechanics of the
“Jasper Jumper” or the “turbo
spring”, nor would it increase the
patient’s comfort.

Figure 9
Measurement of the force registered electro-dynamically with the teeth closed and the teeth apart.
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CONCLUSION
As they can with any appliance,
orthodontists can adapt the Herbst
rods associated with thermoformed
splints in accordance with whatever
ends their personal preferences,
needs, and inspirations suggest. But
they should not let their best intentions to improve the patient’s comfort
decrease the therapeutic efficacy of
the appliance.They should use unen-

cumbered splints or splints with anterior portions remo- ved only for certain
specific problems and under specified
conditions. Placing wires occlusally is
not the best way to control physiological eruption of teeth. In addition, not
being able to use a mandibular
advancement appliance during the
time a patient is shedding temporary
teeth could be a handicap.
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